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We propose a new framework for pricing assets, derived in part from the traditional
consumption-based approach, but which also incorporates two long-standing ideas in psychology:
prospect theory, and evidence on how prior outcomes affect risky choice.
Consistent with prospect theory, the investor in our model derives utility not only from
consumption levels but also from changes in the value of his financial wealth. He is much more
sensitive to reductions in wealth than to increases, the ``loss-aversion'' feature of prospect utility.
Moreover, consistent with experimental evidence, the utility he receives from gains and losses in
wealth depends on his prior investment outcomes; prior gains cushion subsequent losses -- the so-
called “house-money'' effect -- while prior losses intensify the pain of subsequent shortfalls.
We study asset prices in the presence of agents with preferences of this type, and find that our
model reproduces the high mean, volatility, and predictability of stock returns. The key to our results
is that the agent's risk-aversion changes over time as a function of his investment performance. This
makes prices much more volatile than underlying dividends and together with the investor’s loss-
aversion, leads to large equity premia. Our results obtain with reasonable values for all parameters.
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1Table 1: Assumed parameter values for the models in Sections 2 and 3.









￿ - 1 (+range)
Table 2: Unconditional moments for returns under the preliminary model. Em-
pirical values for consumption growth come from annual data from 1889-1985;
those for stock returns are based on annual NYSE data from 1926-1995.
Model Value Empirical Value
Log Consumption growth
Mean 0.0184 0.0184
Std. Dev. 0.0379 0.0379
Log Excess Stock Return
Mean 0.0091 0.0603
Std. Dev. 0.0379 0.2002
Sharpe Ratio 0.24 0.3
42Table 3: Unconditional moments for returns under the full model. Empirical val-
ues for consumption growth come from annual data from 1889-1985; those for
stock returns are based on annual NYSE data from 1926-1995.
Model Value Empirical Value
Log Consumption growth
Mean 0.0184 0.0184
Std. Dev. 0.0379 0.0379
Log Excess Stock Return
Mean 0.041 0.0603
Std. Dev. 0.133 0.2002
Sharpe Ratio 0.31 0.3
Price-Dividend Ratio
Mean 17.0 25.3
Std. Dev. 3.1 6.7
Table 4: Autocorrelations of log returns and price-dividend ratios in the full
model. Empirical values are based on annual NYSE data from 1926-1995.

























































43Table 5: Coefﬁcients and
R













































































Table 6: Simulation Results for different benchmark level dynamics; lower
￿















Mean 0.041 0.030 0.023
Std. Dev. 0.133 0.088 0.066
Sharpe Ratio 0.31 0.34 0.35
Price-Dividend Ratio
Mean 17.0 20.2 23.7
































1 0.84 0.7 0.62






























5 times the rate the gains are rewarded.








Price / dividend Ratio






                            sigma







                            sigma
Figure 2. The graph plots the price-dividend ratio, mean log excess return, and risk-free
rate as a function of
￿
; the standard deviation of consumption growth, in an economy
where the agent has prospect utility over gains and losses but no memory of prior out-

















































Utility of Gains and Losses in the Presence of Prior Gains







f in situations where the
investor has had prior gains. The size of the prior gain is measured by the state variable
z
t and the riskfree rate is set at 3%.












Price / dividend Ratio










Figure 4. The graph plots the price-dividend ratio against the state variable
z in an econ-
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              z
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Distribution of State Variable z
Figure 5. The ﬁgure shows the distribution of the state variable
z and of stock returns,
and plots the conditional expected return and standard deviation of asset returns against
the state variable in an economy where the investor has prospect utility over gains and
losses and where prior outcomes inﬂuence risky choice.
49